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away to Gorahai past ten wells. From the little hill of
Gabridihari, which commanded for miles the road north
and south, donkeys came tripping to fill the petrol tins which
glittered from wooden crates slung across their backs. An
Indian woman from Aden, heaven knows how she got there,
waved a British good-bye and artfully attempted a military
salute.
The donkeys brayed. I looked at the half-wit Abebe,
but he could not do it as well as they could.
In a minute we were out on a level plain. Animals
were grazing—camels, cattle, horses. The grass was long
and whispish, but thick. We passed our first Somali
village a kilometre to the west: round frameworks of wood
covered with skin or sacking made the Somali huts, and a
composite herd of all the creatures that bleat surrounded
them. To the south a little point stuck up in the middle
of this huge grass-covered flat : nearer, it divided into two
small sticks, nearer still it was a radio mast and a long
pole flying the Ethiopian flag.
Yellow beehive huts, fresh-made, sprang out of the Gorahai
plain. To the left a few trees marked the oasis. We drove
up to the camp, entered over a deep trench with a fire step,
manned by Ethiopians in trim khaki. Ten men on either
side of the road presented arms : a small cannon jerked
its nose out of a camel-thorn camouflage.
In the middle of the camp, under a large brushwood
canopy, very high and cool, sat Gerazmatch AfewerL
And the first thing that he did, with a great courtesy
I admit, was to place me under open arrest.
Physically, Afewerk was better than his photograph.
He was wearing now the simple field dress of an Abyssinian
officer, which suited him better than the costume of the
court. That is to say, he was wearing a Japanese solar
topee, a British warm, Ethiopian jodhpurs and Somali
sandals. A heavy revolver hung at his side.
His manner was slow, steady and somewhat defiant. He
showed at once that he was a man of weight and force.
His Kafa ancestry made him much more African outwardly
than the other chiefs that I had seen—the heavy way he
sat under the canopy, the dark short eyelashes that curved
back from his eyes, which rolled a little when he said anything

